CadmiumCD Education Harvester

Organize Speaker & Session Data

Manage speaker content via a customizable task list, plan session and presentation details, and communicate with stakeholders via an email tool.

The Tools You Need to Succeed

Manage all your sessions and presentation details through CadmiumCD’s intuitive system designed to collect information directly from speakers through a motivational task-based system. Information can be customized based on role and presentation needs. Extensive reporting and editing tools save you valuable time.

Create Tasks for Speakers
Assign tasks to speakers requesting bios, photos, presentations, and other data you need.

Session Scheduler
Use data collected from Speakers to create a comprehensive session schedule for attendees.

Communicate with Speakers
Send emails to specific groups, track engagement, & send reminders to users who missed deadlines.

Stay Organized with Worksheets
Create your own online worksheets to visualize and edit data like a spreadsheet, right in the Harvester.

Save Time with Formatting Tools
Keep data consistent by using formatting tools for data like countries, credentials, and learning objectives.

Automatic Data Cleanup
Avoid manual work with the Learning Objective cleanup, Title-Casing, & Abstract Proofing tools.

Avoid Schedule Conflicts
Automatically detect and identify the speakers with schedule conflicts.

Complete Statistics Package
Track and analyze user activity across all of your events to improve future events!
Painless Speaker Management

How the Education Harvester Meet Your Needs

For All Event Stakeholders
- Educational Events
- Annual Meetings
- Conferences
- User Group Meetings
- Training Summits

Events, Meetings, and Conferences
Hundreds of meeting planners use Education Harvester to collect, manage, and share content for their events.
- Speaker Profiles
- Learning Objectives
- Session Details
- Disclosures
- Travel Information
- Contracts
- File Reviews

Associations and Corporate Markets
Associations host meetings, conferences, and small chapter events each year. Corporations host users groups for clients and employee training sessions. Collecting content from speakers and managing multiple assets for these events can be a challenge. Conference Harvester makes it easy to collect, manage, and share content from multiple events.

Collect Content
- Collect speaker biographies, photos and session materials.
- Contracts, disclosures, travel requirements and more
- Task-Based Data Collection
- Custom forms
- Collect Financial Information

Manage Content
- Presentation Management
- Session Scheduling
- myCadmium Event Dashboard
- Email Communication Tool

Customize Content
- Custom submitter & reviewer site settings
- Upload branded banners and change color schemes
- Open and close submissions and reviews with opening and closing dates
- Display contact information and upload resources for users
The CadmiumCD Difference

The Conference Harvester is the brain of CadmiumCD's event management platform and feeds all of your event data into the myCadmium Platform. You’ll never have to worry about using several disjointed systems again!

Integrates with the myCadmium Platform

Abstract Scorecard
Migrate call for papers and abstracts submissions directly to the Education Harvester, and pull speaker information directly from the Scorecard.

eventScribe® Platform
Auto-populate content on eventScribe Event Apps, Websites, ePoster galleries, using the Education Harvester. Create, click, launch... It’s as easy as that!

Digital Signage
Push session, speaker, and conference data to digital signage. Breakout room signage, social walls, and schedules-at-a-glance have never been easier.

Visit go.cadmiumcd.com/ed-harvester to learn more!

Made Just For You

Customize the Harvester the way that works for you. CadmiumCD offers three tiers of plans - Express, Standard, and Pro - for both the Expo and Education Harvesters. Explore each product to find out which will work for you.

Learn more at go.cadmiumcd.com/ed-harvester
What Are Clients Saying About the Education Harvester?

“I’m told when you start right, you end right! That’s the definitely the case with my CadmiumCD experience. Year after year I find the products and support team spot on!! As a team of one at my organization, having CadmiumCD support has been invaluable to the success of my program. [Conference Harvester] is extremely user friendly for both myself and speakers that utilize it. We’ve definitely taken a step in the right direction by going with CadmiumCD for our meeting management needs!”

Hallia Baker, Events Manager
Center to Advance Palliative Care

Want to Know More About Education Harvester?

Follow The Link or Scan The QR Code Below for More Info!

go.cadmiumcd.com/ed-harvester